
Manifestos
9 to 9

Everyone’s had one of “those days.” One of those get up and go, 
days. One of those “my alarm went off way too early” and “my head’s 
going to hit the pillow way too late” kind of days. And, on those days, 
when you’re lucky if you get five minutes to figure out what’s next on 
your schedule, you need an outfit that’ll hold up as you run from the 

office, to the golf course, to the business dinner, and maybe even 
back to the office again. After all, on a day that’s already long enough, 

nobody wants to worry about what they’re going to wear (or how it’s 
going to look). 

That’s why Lands’ End provides comfortable and durable layering 
options that can go from rush hour to happy hour, hour after hour (and 

keep looking good while doing it). So, no matter what you’re wearing 
to work Lands’ End has the quality apparel that will hold up.

Urban Planning

Cities are packed with people. A lot of people. People who have 
different dreams, interests, ways of life, and of course, jobs. Some 

people work outside, some inside. Some work in an office, others on a 
dock. But what they all have in common is Lands’ End. That’s 

because no matter what your job is or where you do it, there’s a 
uniform option designed specifically for what you do. From tailored 

suits to polos, and from skirts to dress pants, no matter what your job 
requires, we have exactly what you need to climb the corporate ladder 

or walk through the city streets. 

After all, no matter where you’re going, 
Lands’ End can help you get there.



Wear your heart on your sleeve

What’s your passion? What drives you? What wakes you up in the 
morning and gets you excited to put your feet to the floor? What burns 
so hot inside that it can’t be quenched until you’ve reached your goal. 

Is it obvious to everybody who you are, what you’re about, and why 
you do what you do? Do most people look at you and just see….IT. 

That fire, that motivation, that desire. That yearning deep inside that 
you have to show the world. In other words, do you wear your heart on 

your sleeve?

If so, let’s talk. We’ll put your logo on anything  
that makes your passion obvious to everyone.

We’re all business  

Work is a part of life. It can speak to how you think, what you believe, 
and who you are. But what you wear to work can say a lot more than 

simply the job you have. From the women in a tailored suit giving a 
boardroom presentation, to the man in 

a durable polo giving a brewery tour, what people wear can 
communicate something important to those around them. It can 

create a sense of formal respect, a down to earth approachability, or 
simply a level of personal comfort. So no matter what you do for 

work, we can outfit your business in the uniform that says exactly 
what you want it to (and fits every member of your team exactly the 

way it should). 


How? Because we’re all business. 


